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1) Mission/goal
For our community beautification project we are developing an outdoor-style living community for very low income/homeless individuals by providing a very-inexpensive place to live.

2) Explained in less words
Low cost outdoor living community

3) Who says “yes or no” and why
Tract homeowners, apartment renters, businesses, government. Because they want their streets, sidewalks, parks, common areas, cleaned up and want the calls about the issue to stop. Alfresco Gardens will be an aesthetically pleasing secure gated community maintained and kept presentable.

4) Market size
797 homeless in the Anaheim area.
394 spaces available.

5) Resident requirements
$50 deposit
Identification
Emergency contact information
Pets must be fixed, non-aggressive, vaccinated, and with carrier/kennel.
Must submit to photo taken and background check for file.
Must sign liability waiver and rule agreement.
Must qualify as extremely low income or homeless.
Potential residents should call ahead for an appointment and submit an application to sign up (referrals are recommended).

6) Grounds
A) Indestructible metal type bathrooms with showers, faucets that operate when being held, blowing hand dryers, and TP).
B) Coin-op laundry facilities
C) Water spigots, which can stay on only while being held.
D) Parking - $5 monthly per space, height & width requirements to include RV-types (sleeping in vehicles not permitted)
E) Phone charging stations in storage lock-ups and laundry rooms.
F) No drinking alcohol or medical medication use in view of others in common area.
G) Trees
H) Maybe storage trunk at each space. –Rentable closet, size 3x3x8.
I) Separate section for those that have pets.
J) Flooring on the ground is blacktop, which can be painted lighter for temperature purposes.
K) Inside aesthetics – Clean and neat.
L) Outside aesthetics – Clean and neat with attractive barrier wall, and landscaping.
M) 394 spaces available.
N) Bike lockups – The space number poles can also be used to lock bikes to.
O) Tent provided and required
P) Wheelchair access.
Q) Surveillance cameras everywhere
R) Area for professional community outreach services i.e. financial services, job training, doctors, dentists, barber, food donation/delivery in visiting area.
S) A single living space is a standard parking space
T) Picnic/visiting area (Thanksgiving or other events)
U) ‘Quiet times’ - 10pm-7am
V) PA system for announcements of service arrivals, events, etc.
W) USPS mail will be accepted and staff will either deliver mail, or residents will pick up mail.
X) Map in appendix A
Y) Wifi provided
Z) Restrooms will be in the visiting area.

7) Fire safety:
A) Emergency/fire exits
B) No electrical outlets
C) No cooking/fires
D) Fire extinguishers provided
E) Smoking allowed
F) Flame retardant tents

8) Pets
Dogs and cats only. No rodents, fish, or reptiles. Pet carrier/kennel required. Separate section for those that have pets.
Non-aggressive domesticated pets (spayed / neutered / vaccinated), any pet involved in issues leaves, no new pets after moving in. Pet rent is $5 a month, maximum two per space, can chain them to multi-purpose bike pole. Ownership tag is needed and is free. Tags will display owners space number.

9) Rule and law enforcement
Violations of rules will result in warnings, suspension and expulsion. Security personnel, monitored security cameras are throughout including visiting area and parking lot, and full police access, so the authorities can efficiently respond to any possible law violations.

10) Liability
Alfresco Gardens is insurable and confirmed by real estate broker and real estate attorney. Obtaining reports is forthcoming. Liability waivers signed by occupants.

11) Potential Locations
Great Park - http://bit.ly/2kWGrvA
Phoenix Street & Ball - http://bit.ly/2lqA00O

12) Coming and going
Fenced area with “manned” guard shack up front. A picture ID card that we provide with thumb print is needed to get access [to living area]. Nobody gets in the sleeping area without this ID card including workers (police exempt)

11) Duties and/or where money is needed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>$ per year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guard shack employees</td>
<td>400 hours per week, 10 employees</td>
<td>$416,000=400<em>52</em>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathroom cleaner</td>
<td>80 hours per week, 2 employees</td>
<td>$83200=80<em>52</em>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handy man</td>
<td>40 hours per week, 1 employee</td>
<td>$41600=40<em>52</em>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trash bin pickup</td>
<td>300 month</td>
<td>$3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning supplies $100 a month</td>
<td>200 month</td>
<td>$2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixing stuff parts/supplied $1,000 a month</td>
<td>1,000 month</td>
<td>$12000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet $150 per month</td>
<td>150 month</td>
<td>$1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone chargers</td>
<td></td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>One-time Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perimeter and interior wall</td>
<td>$100 per foot at 7 feet tall.</td>
<td>$267,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt parking lot</td>
<td>$2.50 sq ft</td>
<td>$350,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washers/Dryers</td>
<td>1-time charge</td>
<td>$32,000=$800*40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13) **Revenue**
The rent is $150 a month plus $50 a month for storage closet. Charge is per space, partial charge of $75 for up to one more person. Payment from every resident. Many receive General Relief and other government subsidized financial assistance including Cal Fresh and bus passes. Many others have low wage jobs plus assistance, etc. all of which can make Alfresco Gardens affordable to them. Outsourced financial service collaborates can be connected with prospective occupants. Grants?
Seek benefactors and services mentioned in the county's 10-year plan.

14) Homeless questionnaire/input
1. What do the homeless need? Needs: ____________________________
2. What do the homeless want? Wants (nice to haves): ________________
3. What will stop the homeless from illegal camping? _________________
4. Would you be willing to pay $150-$200 per month for low cost outdoor living (camping)? Yes  No
5. Do you feel that low cost outdoor living would meet your basic needs and allow a reasonable amount of freedom? Yes  No
6. Could you see the "low cost outdoor living" as a steppingstone to self-sufficiency? Yes  No
7. Other info: _________________________________________________

15) Next steps

A. Arrange presentations to experts such as:
   - Fire control specialist
   - Real Estate Insurance
   - Real Estate Developer
   - Psychologist
   - Lawyer
   - Law enforcement

   Real Estate Agent

B. Acquire endorsements and reports from experts such as:
   - Fire control specialist
   - Real Estate Insurance
   - Real Estate Developer
   - Psychologist
   - Lawyer
   - Real Estate Agent
   - Law enforcement

C. Arrange community presentations

D. Draft and acquire community endorsements/petitions
Appendix A

Approx 137,800 SF accommodates 394 tents, storage, visiting area, and 104 vehicle parking lot.

Approx 3.18 acres

- dog area
- dumpsters
- restrooms
- spigots
- guard shacks
- greenery
- laundry
- rest rooms
- trees

8 foot block wall surrounds perimeter

3x3x8 storage closets surround perimeter

Phone chargers in storage sheds and laundry rooms

Cameras atop perimeter and throughout

PA speakers (for service announcements, etc.) throughout

Al fresco Gardens is an evolving plan and as such some parts such as capacity, layout, etc. are subject to change.
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MY POINTS
There will always be individuals who can’t even afford a below average lifestyle, as we know housing has proven to be temporary over and again, and there is a large number of service resistant individuals, who will be outdoors no matter what, so I created a low cost outdoor living community (a controlled environment), which guards against permanent damage due to homelessness with anyone who can't sustain housing obligations, or is destined to remain outdoors. The problem: Unhealthy and unsafe living conditions (people suffering and dying) on the streets and in our neighborhoods, which increases more as a community disaster by the day. The solution: Alfresco Gardens where they'll get what they pay for, they won't pay much, and won't get much (essential balance). AG is a new and logical, ground up approach addressing the cause of the problem as being the cost of living. AG plans to first, correct the (cost of living) problem then allow the individual to seek restorative help when they're ready, as it's a well known fact that help only happens when one is ready but AG can be therapy in of itself. You can't successfully repair something that keeps breaking until you right the wrong that's breaking it. Essential balance and natural therapy can give those who can, a push to move on.

Q&A's
Q - Is it your expectation the County will run this? Or is a non-profit or City government to run day to day operations?
A - I would like to stay with the project as the executive director if at all possible, either as a government employee, a non-profit or otherwise, but that's TBD.
Q - Who takes on the liability? If it is a County project on City or private property land, does County take on liability?
A - sorry that is also TBD

EXPLANATION:
Every occupant will be expected to sign liability waivers, and liability for an occupant's actions will be his/her responsibility. Like anywhere else, occupants can be charged for crimes if they commit any at AG. I consulted with an attorney on this issue, and as I understood AG would have real estate liability, being responsible for certain accidents as opposed to the liability of shelters, which is considerably higher deeming facilities responsible for everything their clients do and everything that happens to them, including nutrition, medical care, and accidents. There are liability risks everywhere, but the insurance coverage required for real estate is significantly lower than coverage and staffing needed for shelters.
Q - Is there a process for intake? Or can anyone in need of a space come in?
A - Only a thumbprint and a photo are required for entry. However we will check backgrounds as a watchful measure.
EXPLANATION:
There is no need to qualify anyone since we aim to minimize excuses for homelessness regardless of their statuses, or stories. This eliminates unnecessary paperwork, and staffing and keeps costs down. They'll get what they pay for, they won't pay much, and won't get much, but their basic human needs will be met. This method is expected to keep costs (for all) down, and avoid overcrowding as it logically affords serviceable individuals to move up from the "less than desirable living conditions".

Q - Is there a time frame for how long someone can stay? Some need a place until they get back on their feet, but as you know others are content to remain in a tent and live cheaply, are we setting up a permanent camp for those who have chosen outdoor living as an alternative lifestyle they want to see legitimized? For the record, so we know where we are at, I have huge issues with that. So do many other taxpayers, who understand helping someone off the streets but resent the idea of permanently housing someone on public land who has chosen an alternative outdoor life. Tough sell for many. If there is a cap on the time, what is that? 2 years? How long to get folks on their feet and into apartments etc.?
A - There is no required time frame.

EXPLANATION:
AG plans to serve as an outdoor living community (very inexpensive real estate rental) designed to help the most difficult cases (service resistant) to assist in terms of their ability to acclimate back into mainstream society. Many people cannot psychologically adjust from being homeless for years and then be housed. This is a very logical way to allow people to acclimate on their own time (natural therapy). AG is designed to prevent homelessness. I.e., as long as the economy remains tragically unfriendly for low income individuals, we can expect the homeless population to continue increasing, and we’ll need a place for affected folks to land, and recoup. Housing won't come soon enough, so a permanent place like AG is essential for when there's nowhere affordable to go before permanent damage due to homelessness takes over. We don't know how long housing for everyone will take. In the mean time, there's affordable pet friendly refuge, facilities, and storage at Alfresco Gardens. The focus needs to be on the problem, which is sick, diseased, and dying homeless people on the streets and in our neighborhoods. AG is expected to generate revenue, so there’s no need for taxpayers to concern themselves with the fact that a low cost community is outdoors. Anyone with a minimum wage part time job can afford AG, so most occupants can pay their own rent (even if they don't qualify for assistance) and thus increase their chances of obtaining/maintaining employment, to pay rent. At AG they can be considered paying members of society with a mailbox. Few will need financial aid, and the service provider would have the option to set a timeframe, just as is done for shelter. It's expected that the "only receiving basic human needs" concept and “less than ideal lifestyle” will aid in the prevention of overcrowding as well as keep costs down for maintenance. (Essential balance). If taxpayers don't accept a divert method such as AG, we are doomed to continue the homeless plague and watch it increase, unless taxpayers are willing to pay for indefinite housing. In the past many couldn’t fulfill their housing obligations. Therefore we can expect to keep seeing a large number of them revolve back onto our streets and neighborhoods. Keep in mind the high volume of unserviceable homeless folks who won't and can't live indoors. When taxpayers agree to put all homeless people in nice comfortable housing will there be a sudden increase of "homeless people"? Would it increase the homeless dilemma instead of solve it?
Approximately $299 million was spent to address homelessness in OC by government entities in a 12-month period encompassing 2014/2015 according to Professor David Snow UCI: https://www.unitedwayoc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Orange-County-Cost-Study-Homeless-Executive-Summary.pdf
Do taxpayers want this to persist while the homeless population continues to rise? This is one of the many reasons it makes financial sense to develop Alfresco Gardens.
County dispensed services will be expected to assist some with financing just like they do for shelters, motel vouchers, and other housing, but because of the price many can pay their own rent, and the beauty of Alfresco Gardens is:

• One month in OC’s cheapest motel will cover a whole year at Alfresco Gardens.
• One month at a shelter will cover 3 1/2 months at Alfresco Gardens.

And there’s no “times up” if an occupant needs to stay.

$5.00 per day without a storage closet.
$6.50 per day with a storage closet.
$9.17 per day for two occupants with storage.

Revenue:
Full maximum capacity with storage = $114,400 per month and $1,372,800. per year.
One per space with storage = $23,200 per month and $278,400 per year.

Q - Along those lines, are (able bodied) campers expected to be looking for work? How is this proven?
A - No.

Q - What are the behaviors permitted within the camp? Are alcohol or drugs permitted? Who enforces this?
A - The focus is on lowering the cost of living by providing a low cost outdoor living community to end and prevent homelessness. An overwhelmingly high percentage of the homeless are drinkers, and we believe that to disallow the legal substances, alcohol, and medical marijuana would result in an empty AG and create unnecessary patrolling/staffing. We are renting real estate. Do motels, and apartments monitor legal substance use?

EXPLANATION:
Since AG is not a twelve step program, we believe such substances should be allowed. AG is a concept which no one else has ever done, and we conceive is therapy in of itself that can generate the seeking of self improvement services. Services will be available in the AG service area, but service related obligations will be between the service provider, and receiver. AG (as a land lord) expects to intervene in substance related issues only when they pose a problem.

Q - What other rules would be required of the tenants for the peaceful co-habitation of the camp?
A - There's a lights out quiet time in the plan.

EXPLANATION:
We go back to the problem being homeless on the streets, and in our neighborhoods sick diseased and dying, and the AG solution being far better than the alternative at a price that's lower than it costs to battle the streets. We logically anticipate the less than ideal lifestyle will encourage many to move up from AG.

Q - What about the innocent but disruptive issues that often come with the very mentally ill, like the person up all night screaming at the voices in their heads? They have not done anything "wrong" yet their presence can prevent a good night's sleep someone has paid for.
A - The rent at AG is lower than the streets costs them. We want occupants to realize that much of it may not be avoidable, and therefore comes with the territory.

EXPLANATION:
AG is still much better than the alternative, where they never get a good night sleep. However homeless advocates claim that noise concerns at congested homeless areas like the riverbed are minimal.

Q - How far apart are the tents/spaces? Is there enough space for reasonable sound attenuation, so the snoring or other "nocturnal noises" of campers/couples is not disruptive?
A - tent spaces are close, but not as close as the beds at shelters where there are multiple individuals sharing one room.

Q - What about a dog on dog incident or dog on person?
A - We can't guarantee no problems, but we will do our best to keep them to a minimum.
EXPLANATION:
Since there is a large number of homeless with dogs, there needs to be a pet friendly place in order to reach our goal in conquering the homeless plague. Regular pet laws remain in effect at AG, but crates are required for all pet owners, and there are multipurpose poles to chain dogs to in order to keep them on, or near their spaces. My experience is most homeless dogs are friendly, so I don't anticipate that sort of problem to occur at AG any more than it does elsewhere. Cats will be in the general population area, as they can't be confined, they know to stay away from dogs, and they'll be assets to any rodent issues.

Q - Your numbers seem like a LOT of people in one space. Even with space between tents, the density can become hard to manage.
A - I assume "manage" means something like babysit and control? AG plans to live and let live, same as renting out motel rooms. However the plan/map can be adjusted to enlarge space sizes.

EXPLANATION:
The intent is to generate reasonable revenue for the sq. footage as well as charge reasonably to ensure they're only getting what they pay for and still getting their basic human needs met. We don't want to encourage mobile individuals to hang in the sleeping area all day, but rather venture out in their clean clothes and enjoy the parks as once again regular people, or seek employment, and so on. It's designed to get mobile individuals out and about to feel human again. It's natural therapy, not forced.

As regards density, the Kraemer Place shelter has 200 beds in a 24,000 sq. ft. indoor confinement. Therefore the outdoor density of 416 spaces on 3 acres land is considerably less dense. The county plans to erect a large, 200-person, tent in 3 locations. At AG rules are to be followed, or it's back to the alternative. Suspension from AG can be one working solution for bad behavior.

Q - What is the process if someone cannot/will not pay the rent? Or they include someone else in their tent?
A - The same legal process that's used by boarding houses/transitional living homes.

EXPLANATION:
We should not waiver from payment policies, but I logically assume they'll want to pay and follow the simple rules to avoid the alternative. Non-payers can be directed to financial services for assistance before losing their space.

Q - Is a tent provided? What about someone who wants to use their own tarps and cardboard etc. to make a cover or expand their covering? (I'm thinking in terms of neighbors and the visual cacophony of multi-colored coverings that is often a turn-off.) How do we show the locals this won't be blight/ugly so they buy in too?
A - no one on the outside, and on the ground should be able to see inside as it's surround by an 8-foot block wall, and you'd have to get past two guards, the parking lot, and the visitors area. Only occupants, staff, and police can enter the sleeping area but regulation matching tents, bedrolls, and ground covers will be provided upon entry. Aesthetic rules will not permit the use of blue tarps and unsightly cardboard.

Q - Same issue, outdoor storage of "stuff" too big for lockers. Bike parts etc. The homeless hang onto all kinds of scraps they see as valuable, creating visual blight. How do we address this for balance?
A - Only permitted items will be allowed outside of tents, and storage closets.

EXPLANATION:
• There's never enough room for things no matter how much space you have.
• Most people tend to hang on to all kinds of things, but the homeless don't have a garage to hide them in and still look neat.
• Some of the things they hang on to act as some kind of security and can likely be parted with when given real security. They will have a choice to part with what's not needed that doesn't fit inside closets, or take the
alternative. One way to accomplish cooperation is by not requiring a time limit and allowing those who can to move on as they acclimate to their better lives.

**Q -** Is food permitted in tents? How do you manage rodents etc if food not properly stored?

**A -** Yes food is permitted in tents and coolers. The plan will include garbage containers throughout the grounds, regular trash pick up, and grounds keeping. We'll remind occupants to dispose of their expired uneaten food, keep tents closed, and use their coolers.

**Q -** How is food storage/cooking etc handled for group meals?

**A -** No kitchen, no cooking; bare necessities only.

**EXPLANATION:**
Food delivery services can set up in the visiting service area. How are they eating now? Are there kitchens at the riverbed? Are there kitchens in motel rooms? No, they go out for food. It can be therapeutic to get out each day for a bite, or enough healthy snacks for a few days. Most homeless individuals have food stamps, and bus passes, and going out shouldn't pose a NIMBY issue since clean clothing and having nothing in tow would permit them to look more like average folks. Storing of raw meat is not permitted (meat is not a basic human need). Raw fruit, veggies, and nuts are healthy foods that don't have to be cooked. There is a wide variety of other purchasable edibles that don't require cooking. This brings us back to the "they only what they pay for, basic human needs concept. We are focusing on the problem, the solution, and avoiding the alternative, not setting people up in a 5 star campground where they'll want to stay indefinitely even if they don't have to.

**Q -** Do you anticipate utilities provided or only to the group buildings/tents?

**A -** AG will provide water, pre-set lighting, phone chargers, and Wi-Fi. No electricity to plug into.

**EXPLANATION:**
Outlets could be hazardous, and we want to avoid extension cords running to TVs and who knows what. Do they have electricity at the riverbed? bare necessities, basic human needs, etc.

**Q -** Are motorhome campers permitted in parking lot? How many to a motorhome? What about those who sleep in cars and fear tents?

**A -** No motor homes, no sleeping in cars. That's a separate group to which I would give my support, but not AG affiliated, as I aim to focus on one thing and to do it really well.

**Q -** Is the camp secure in terms of non-campers coming in? How is that enforced? How do we prevent non-campers causing trouble?

**A -** Yes. Everyone has to sign in to access the visiting area, and only occupants, staff and police are allowed past the visiting area. Thumb print access for occupants to access the sleeping area.
A NIMBY-Friendly  
Low Cost Outdoor Living Community

Anaheim, CA - When trying to help the homeless with basic needs it is common to encounter the NIMBY crowd. “Not In My Back Yard” they say or NIMBY for short. Well, now there is a NIMBY-friendly solution for the homeless called Alfresco Gardens.

While Alfresco Gardens is still in the concept phase its goal takes on a different approach. It’s designed to improve neighborhoods and the community in general with little focus on catering to the homeless. The problem that we are trying to solve is the homeless camping in the parks, riverbed, rail road tracks, flood channels, alleys, schools, etc.

The solution we are creating is a low cost outdoor living community. The outside of the facility will not look like a campground and the inside will provide basic human needs for occupants. The grounds include tent spaces, there are bathrooms, showers, laundry facility, and storage space. There is an area for those that want to attend religious services/outreach, food donation/delivery, etc. We have also identified many potential locations around Orange County.

Alfresco Gardens accepts those that are ‘service resistant’ which makes us very different. It’s common for shelters to refuse entry to those with dogs, those that are intoxicated, and those that try to enter passed “curfew”. This is what is wrong with shelters and why they are not at capacity. At Alfresco Gardens we are trying to find ways to help the community by lowering the cost of living to end homelessness. These are the people we want to get out of the riverbed, rail road tracks, flood channels, alleys, schools, parks, etc.

So, while Alfresco Gardens is in concept phase you can still give us a visit. Stop by, AlfrescoGardens.org, give it a read, sign up for updates, and give input.

About Nancy West: I am a homeowner and I also know what it’s like to be homeless. This is my opportunity to help with the homeless issue in my community (and beyond).
Problem

Santa Ana Civic Center August 2017
Alfresco Gardens the low cost outdoor living community, gated, aesthetically pleasing, landscaped, clean, managed, and maintained with security cameras, and police access.
Regulation tents
Storage

Each Space will have a number and 3x3x8 storage closets surround the perimeter.
Perimeter Wall
(Example)